In the paper [l] (see also [2] ) the following theorem was proved: The monomials are the only entire functions whose absolute value is constant on the distinguished boundary of the unit polycylinder.
The aim of the note is to give a new proof of this theorem and a slight generalization of it. 
where a is a real constant and m( (i= 1, 2, • • • , n) is a nonnegative rational number. If $í(zí) has no multiple zeros then mi is a nonnegative integer.2
Proof. Io. At first we shall prove the theorem under the additional assumption that ^<(z,) = z¿, i.e., in the case when D is a unit polycylinder. Our proof will be inductive.
Let f(zi) be an entire function such that |/(zi)| =1 for |zi| =1. Let ai, at, ■ ■ • , am be zeros (multiple zeros being repeated) of f(zi) contained in the circle |zi| <1. Then the function
has no zeros in |zi| ^1, and |<£(zi)|=l for |zi|=l. Therefore, <p(zi)=e~ia, a = real const. Hence,
Since/(zi) is entire, we have o<=»0, *=1, 2, • • • , m, so/(zi) =eiaz™.
Assume that the theorem (in the case of polycylinder) is true for » variables. We shall prove that it is true for »+1 variables.
Let /(zi, • • • , z", zn+i) be an entire function such that • ■ • , s) has to be single valued, i.e., the integer Pilr must have the form ^,/r = fe,«r where «r is an integer, therefore
